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FIRE PREVENTION PICTOGRAMS�
�
	 Five standard fire pictograms of ours belong to the group of fire signs.�

	 The green pictogram with a running man figure designated on the�
technical drawing by #PPr# and #PPl# are used as added designations to�
the designations fire prevention of normal evacuation according to JUS,�
and fire prevention emergency evacuation according to JUS. These two�
pictograms are used in practice independently too, without the plates�
according to JUS, especially in the places where the pathways or parts of�
the pathways of normal and emergency evacuation are the same.�

	 The red pictogram for designation of the fire - extinguisher is inscri-�
bed after the designation #PPe#, and according to the sort of the fire extin-�
guisher besides which the designation is placed. This designation is taken�
from the fire design and is inscribed in the visual communication design�
besides the symbol #PPe#.�

	 The two green pictograms to designate entrance and exit in our com-�
pany are designed according to the international symbols. They are desig-�
nated as it is given in the technical drawing as #PPex# and #PPen#.�

�
dimension> Standard dimension 105 x 100 mm.

color> The pictograms with the designations of  PPr, PPl, PPen, PPex are�
green, and pictogram PPu is red with a white symbol.

material> The material the pictograms are made of is GRAVOPLY material�
of the thickness of 0.8 mm, the product of the American producer NEW�
HERMES.�

production technique> By engraving by the programmed CNC machine the�
upper layer of the two - layer GRAVOPLY material is removed, and under it�
there emerges the lower layer of different color. By the same machine the�
shape of the given radius is cut through.�
    
installation> The pictogram is attached by double self - sticking tape 3M 468MP�
which provides a solid connection to the background.�

*Our standard fire pictograms are intended for modern business buildings of the office type.
For great spaces, bus and railroad stations, airports, underground and them like objects,
we produce these and other kinds of fire designations of greater size on special request.
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